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We know your real estate decisions are very 
important to you. We focus on what is important 
to you, our client, and make sure we provide the 

information and services for you to make the best 
informed and timely decisions. 

not your
everyday

real estate
company.





true
north.

Our Core Values.

Honesty

Act Responsibly

Focus on You The Client

Pursue Growth and Education

Work Hard and Smart

Move Quickly and Get Results

Fairwater Westmont is a forward thinking real 
estate firm, committed to service, excellence, and 

results. These core values guide and measure 
our decision making everyday.  





You can’t beat our positive culture.

Everything we do is designed to support you, the 
client. Our agents have the training, technology 
and coaching to assist you with any of your real 
estate needs. They have the resources to move 

quickly and make decisions related to your needs.

pick me.





It’s crowded at the bottom
but there’s always room at the top.

We will help launch your listing to greater heights.

We are passionate about branding.

We offer a customized technology platform.

We have specialized expertise and an extended network.

We will bring you what is fresh on the market.

go
further.



the technology

knowledge of the m
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exactly what you’re

looking for

Great Location

We tak
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 ‘For
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Your BoutiqueReal Estate Company



Experience
As a company who is an expert in this local area, we bring a wealth of 

knowledge and expertise about buying and selling real estate here. It's 
not the same everywhere, so you need someone you can trust for up-to-

date information. We are eager to serve you. Here are some of the things 
we can do for you:

Find Your Next Home
You need someone who knows this area inside and out! We can work 

with you to find the right home at the right price for you, including all the 
neighborhood amenities that matter - not to mention the essential criteria 

you have for your ideal home

Sell a Home
When it's time to move, you need someone who will advertise your home, 

show to prospective buyers, negotiate the purchase contract, arrange 
financing, oversee the inspections, handle all necessary paperwork and 

supervise the closing. We can take care of everything you need, from 
start to close.

Consult on Home Selling Tactics
Often buyers don't visualize living in your home the way you do. We can 
make your home attractive to its ideal audience - which can help you get 

top dollar. Things like staging the home, making repairs or minor 
improvements, such as painting the walls can be the difference between 

a home resting on the market and one that's sold fast.

your search
stops here.



936.449.4141
fairwater-westmont.com

info@fairwater-westmont.com


